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Abstract
This paper discusses a practical problem that arises when assigning ID to wireless sensor network (WSN) nodes. A WSN is consisted of a number of wireless nodes that collects information from environment by means of different sensors. A gateway server computer acts as a bridge between the WSN and the outside world. The gateway server can essentially have the capability to control any specific node. In any given context, it might be necessary to access any specific node from the gateway server. One of the ways to accomplish this is handshaking. In this paper, a problem with accessing any WSN node is discussed with a possible solution. A critical analysis of the approach is also carried out in conjunction with the suitability of different ways to adopt an addressing scheme for wireless sensor network nodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network is a special kind of network of wireless nodes. It occupies a large number of wireless nodes equipped with sensors, embedded processors and radios [1], [2]. All the nodes work in a collaborative manner towards the accomplishment of a common task which is generally tracking or monitoring [3]. The nodes in a wireless sensor network are normally deployed on an ad-hoc basis with proper and careful planning [1] – [3]. The nodes must recognise themselves in a collaborative environment of the wireless sensor network for efficient and seamless performance and routing of information [4], [9], [13]. The wireless sensor network is interfaced with the outside world by a gateway server or controlling server. At times, it might be necessary to access information sensed by any specific node for which a communication algorithm must be in place [1] – [3], [6], [9], [11]. One way to access any specific node is by means of handshaking [14]. Without proper and efficient access method, the gateway server might fail to access the desired node of interest and thus the total purpose of the wireless sensor network might appear as a failure [6] – [8], [11], [15].

II. BASIC WSN ARCHITECTURE
In a wireless sensor network, all the nodes communicate with each other by means of wireless. Any given node collects information from environment by means of a sensor and forwards it to another node which in turn forwards the information to another node so that the information can reach at the gateway node. It is the gateway node which interfaces between the nodes and the server where all the collected information from all the nodes are stored and further processed [1] – [3]. Thus the nodes in a wireless sensor network work in a co-operative manner to carry out their own tasks as well as routing [1], [3] – [5], [9], [10], [15]. The gateway node is the interface to the server for the total WSN and vice versa. The server acts as the bridge between the WSN and the outside world. The server can essentially have the communication capability with all or any of the nodes in an automatic or on-demand fashion [11], [16].

A typical architecture of any wireless sensor network looks like the following:
III. HANDSHAKING

A wireless sensor network can be configured in such a way so that the gateway server can control and access any specific wireless node. Like any network, the wireless nodes need to have unique ID for efficient and proper communication. When the ID of a node is broadcast, the respective node needs to have the capability to recognize the transmission as destined to it, either for passing information or for establishing communication for follow-up transmission of data [6], [9], [14]. As the node ID is a broadcast, all the nodes within the range will essentially ‘hear’ the broadcast ID. At the same time, the other nodes must be able to recognise the broadcast ID as not destined to them so that they can ignore the request. In this way, a handshaking will take place between the gateway server and the node of interest, before any communication takes place.

IV. THE DEVELOPED WSN

Three wireless sensor nodes were developed along with the gateway sensor node. All three nodes were able to connect wirelessly to the gateway sensor node. The nodes were assigned the IDs A, B and C respectively. The gateway sensor node was connected to the gateway server using the serial RS-232 port. The following figure depicts the developed WSN:

![Figure 1: Wireless Sensor Network architecture](image1)

![Figure 2: Developed WSN](image2)

Table I lists the major components used to develop the sensor network:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tools/Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Module</td>
<td>ER400TRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcontroller</td>
<td>PIC16F876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>PIC C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>CCS C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>MPLAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugger</td>
<td>ICD-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The wireless nodes were accessed from the gateway server by means of HyperTerminal from windows operating systems. The connection between the gateway server and the gateway sensor node was through RS-232 serial port. The parameters to configure the HyperTerminal were determined carefully as without proper synchronization, communication between the gateway server and the wireless nodes would simply be impossible even after having a full functioning sensor network.

The configuration parameter for the HyperTerminal is depicted in table II below:
TABLE II
SETTINGS FOR HYPERTERMINAL PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bit per second</td>
<td>19200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data bits</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop bits</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow control</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The developed wireless sensor network was configured in such a way that any wireless node would transmit sensed data when they were requested. The nodes were sensing data by means of sensors and when the ID of any node is broadcast from the gateway server, the respective node was transmitting its then sensed value. For example, upon transmitting the value ‘A’, the node A was transmitting its sensed value. The sent data from the wireless nodes would then be saved in the gateway server for further processing.

V. THE HANDSHAKING PROBLEM

It was observed that the assigning of the node ID was very crucial when developing any wireless sensor node. It was also observed that situation might arise where the broadcast ID could be erroneously interpreted by other nodes than the one of interest, resulting in more than one node to be communicating with the gateway server. It would simply lead the wireless sensor network to malfunction and the wireless sensor network would become a failure in terms of its collective goal.

The firmware for the nodes was developed in such a way that upon the first request from the gateway server, the respective node would announce its own identity and some introductory information along with its sensed value. For any subsequent request from the server, the node would simply transmit the value with its identity. For example, when node A is requested to transmit its sensed value for the first time, the resulted screen on the HyperTerminal is shown in figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Initial transmission from node A

On subsequent requests, the node A would transmit just the sensed value with its identity. This is shown in figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Subsequent transmission from node A

At the time of initial testing, a problem was observed with the handshaking between the gateway server and the wireless nodes. The nodes were given ID as capital A, capital B and capital C so that they can be distinguished from their lowercase counterpart. The initial transmission of
any node was simple sentences made up of words, and one of the words was containing the letter capital 'A' (the family name of the author). As a result, whenever any node other than node A was requested transmission by the server, node A was transmitting at the same time which was simply not desired. It was because of the broadcast nature of the wireless technology. Any message thrown out the wireless interface either from the gateway sensor node or any other node could essentially be ‘heard’ by all of the nodes. So whenever the initial transmission occurred from any node, node A interpreted it as a request for itself as the initial transmission from any node contained the letter ‘A’. The consequence was transmission from node A regardless of whether it had been requested to send data or not.

The solution to this problem was to ensure that the node ID remains unique within the extent of transmission. So it was ensured that no capital A or B or C was transmitted during the transmission as they were the ID for the three nodes respectively. Though this approach looks pretty simple and straightforward, in a complex network the addressing scheme chosen on this soft approach raises a question of credibility. In a complex network, it might not be possible to avoid the problem discussed earlier by adopting the addressing scheme used for the developed sensor network. Any sophisticated addressing scheme that is done in the soft way, might minimize the mentioned problem being occurred but cannot eliminate the possibility of arising the above handshaking problem. In wireless sensor networks, power efficiency is a critical factor and minimizing transmission without compromising the total amount of data needs to be transferred is always of supreme interest [4] – [6], [10], [12], [13], [15]. This is due to limited power capability of the wireless nodes which are normally powered by batteries as they cannot always be solar powered blindly due to the constraints in various environments where the sensor nodes are deployed [3], [16]. To address the handshaking problem, a sophisticated soft approach might reduce the chance of the stated problem being occurred; but it also reduced the energy efficiency due to transmission overheads and processing required for each wireless sensor node [17]. On the other hand, using a hard approach for any addressing scheme for a wireless sensor network would eliminate the problem in terms of error free and unambiguous transmission while reducing data transmission and processing overheads by subsequently keeping the network energy efficient. A number of addressing scheme for wireless sensor networks has been proposed based on MAC address. For wireless sensor networks, hardware based addressing scheme ensures unique and unambiguous identity for the wireless nodes, but it cannot guarantee the elimination of processing and transmission overheads which depends on the efficient design of the addressing scheme [8] – [11].

VI. CONCLUSION

The addressing scheme for the nodes of any wireless sensor network is very crucial for the successful operation of the network. The addressing scheme can be applied in two ways – software based and hardware based. The study indicated that software based addressing scheme might lead a wireless sensor network to malfunction. While the problem can hardly be minimized in software based addressing scheme, it makes the sensor network energy-inefficient. On the other hand, the hardware based approach for addressing scheme can ensure the avoidance of the problem discussed in this paper though transmission and processing overheads still remain as a problem which depends on the efficient design of the addressing scheme.
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